
Cognitive	Cyber-Physical	
System



Physical	to	Cyber-Physical

• The	emergence	of	non-trivial	embedded	sensor	units,	networked	
embedded	systems	and	sensor/actuator	networks	has	made	possible	
the	design	and	implementation	of	several	sophisticated	applications

• Main	characteristic:	large	amounts	of	real-ÿtime data	are	collected	to	
constitute	a	big	data	picture	as	time	passes.

• Acquired	data	are	then	processed	at	local,	cluster-of-units	or	at	server	
level	to	take	the	appropriate	actions	or	make	the	most	appropriate	
decision.



Cyber-Physical	
Embedded	
Systems



CHALLENGES



Applications









Environmental	Monitoring
A clinometer
or inclinomet
er is an 
instrument for 
measuring 
angles 
of slope (or 
tilt), elevation
or depression
of an object 

with respect 
to gravity.

pluviometer -
gauge consisting of an i

nstrument to 
measure the quantity of
precipitation

Rock collapse forecasting



Measurement



Properties



Measurement	Chain



Transducer



Transduction



Conditioning	Circuit



ADC





Data	Estimation	Module





Estimation	Scheme





Abstracting	Measurement	Chain



Modeling	the	measurement	process:
the	additive	or	“signal	plus	noise”	model



Multiplicative	Model





Accuracy



How	to	remove	bias?



Sensor	Calibration



Precision



Example	of	Precision



Precision:	Unknown	Distribution



Unknown	Distribution



Resolution



Resolution



Example	Sensor



Uncertainty



From	errors	to	perturbation



Errors	to	Perturbation



Modeling	Uncertainty



General	Signals	and	Perturbations



Perturbations



Uncertainty	and	Learning

• The	real	world	is	prone	to	uncertainty
• At	different	level	of	the	data	analysis	process

•	Acquiring	data
•	Representing	information
•	Processing	the	information
•	Learning	mechanisms

vTwo	questions:
üWhy	do	we	need	learning	mechanisms?
üWhich	are	basics	of	supervised	statistical	learning?



Modeling



System	Modeling



System	Modeling





Learning	the	System	Model



Designing	a	Classifier



Regression



Non-linear	Regression:	Statistical	Framework



Exploit	Available	Information



Learning
• Parameterized	models	are	built	from	a	series	of	noisy	data.	

• The	use	of	a	limited	number	of	data	to	estimate	the	model,	i.e.,	to	
determine	an	estimate	of	the	optimal	parameter	configuration,	
introduces	an	extra	source	of	uncertainty	on	the	estimated	parameters	
in	addition	to	the	noise	

• What	happens	when	we	select	a	non-optimal	(“wrong”)	model	to	describe	
the	data?	

• What	is	the	relationship	between	the	optimal	parameter	configuration,	
constrained	by	the	selected	model	family,	and	the	current	one	configured	on	
a	limited	data	set?	

• Since	the	estimated	parameter	vector	is	a	realization	of	a	random	variable	
centered	on	the	optimal	one,	the	model	we	obtain	from	the	available	data	
can	be	seen	as	a	perturbed	model	induced	by	perturbations	affecting	the	
parameter	vector.	

• Which	are	then	the	effects	of	this	perturbation	on	the	performance	of	the	
model?	



Basics	of	Learning

where	Eta	is	a	noise	term	modeling	the	existing	uncertainty	affecting	
the	unknown	nonlinear	function	g(x),	if	any



Learning

• The ultimate goal of learning is to build an approximation of g(x)
based on the information present in dataset ZN through model family
f (λ, x) parameterized in the parameter vector

λ∈ Θ∈ Rp.
• Selection	of	a	suitable	family	of	models	f	(λ,	x)	can	be	driven	by	some	
a	priori	available	information	about	the	system	model.	

• If	data	are	likely	to	be	generated	by	a	linear	model—or	a	linear	model
• suffices—then	this	type	of	model	should	be	considered.	
• Accuracy	of	model	with	the	learned	parameter	to	be	asssesed



Structural	Risk







Risk



Risk	Types



Risk	Types



Risk	Type



The	Problem
• Asymptotically	with	the	number	of	available	data	N,	the	
approximation	and	the	estimation	errors	can	both	be	
controlled	if	the	learning	method	has	some	basic	
consistency

• When	the	available	data	set	is	small,	the	dominating	
component	of	the	learning	error	is	determined	by	the	
approximation	error

• How	well	the	model	family	f	(λ,	x)	is	close	to	the	process	
generating	the	data	g(x).	

• In	other	words,	the	model	risk	is	mainly	determined	by	the	
choice	of	the	approximating	function	f	(λ,	x),	rather	than	by	the	
training	procedure.	

• In	the	absence	of	a	priori	information,	we	have	no	basis	to	
prefer	a	consistent	learning	method	to	another	one.	



Bias-Variance
Learning	is	minimization	of	the	following	error:









Error

The	first	one	is	the	variance	of	the	intrinsic	noise	and	cannot	be	canceled,	
independently	of	how	good	our	approximation	is.



The second term is the square of the bias and represents the
quadratic error we have in approximating the true function g(x)
when our model generation procedure is able to provide the
best model of the model family f (λo, x) (recall again that the
best model is the one that minimizes the distance between the
true function and the optimal approximation built in a noise-free
environment having an infinite number
of training points).

Bias represents a discrepancy between the two functions
according to the SEPE figure of merit. The last term is known as
variance and it represents the variance introduced by having
considered the approximating model instead of the optimal one
within the family f (λo, x).



• Recall	that	the	SE	is	the	integral	of	the	quadratic	point-wise	
discrepancy	only	in	the	case	that	the	distribution	of	the	
inputs	is	uniform.	

• When	this	is	not	the	case,	the	quadratic	discrepancy	is	
weighted	by	the	pdf fx to	differentiate	the	interest	of	the	
error	toward	more	likely	inputs.	

• For	instance,	if	we	consider	interval	X	=	[0,	1],	g(x)	=	x2
and	the	approximating	function	f	(	ˆ	λ,	x)	=	x	then	the	
quadratic	discrepancy	is	SE	=	1/30.

• Differently,	if	we	induce	the	probability	density	function	
fx =	2	if	x	≺ 0.25,	fx =	2/3	if	x	>	0.25,	then	the	SE		0.027

Example



Measuring	Model	Complexity

• Given	two	hypotheses	(models)	that	correctly	classify	
the	training	data,	we	should	select	the	less	complex	
one.	

• But	how	do	we	measure	model	complexity	in	a	
comparable	way	for	any	hypothesis?	

• A	general	framework: Let	X	be	a	space	of	instances,	
and	let	H be	a	space	of	hypothesis	(e.g.,	all	linear	
decision	surfaces	in	two	dimensions).			

• We	will	measure	the	complexity	of	hÎH using	VC	
Dimension.	



Vapnik-Chervonenkis	(VC)	Dimension
• Denoted	VC(H)

• Measures	the	largest	subset	S of	distinct	instances	
x	Î X	that	can	be	represented	using	H.	

• “Represented	using	H	”means:

For	each	dichotomy	of	S,		$ hÎH	such	that	h classifies	x
Î S perfectly	according	to	this	dichotomy.	



Dichotomies
• Let	S be	a	subset	of	instances,	S	Í X.

• Each hÎ H	partitions	S into	two	subsets:	

{xÎ S	|	h(x) =	1}
{xÎ S	|	h(x) =	0}

• This	partition	is	called	a	“dichotomy”.



Example
• Let	X =	{(0,0),	(0,	1),	(1,0),	(1,1)}.	

• Let	S =	X

• What	are	the	dichotomies	of	S	?	

• In	general,	given S	Í X,	how	many	possible	
dichotomies	are	there	of	S	?			



Shattering	a	Set	of	Instances
• Definition	:

• H shatters S	if	and	only	if	H can	represent	all	dichotomies	of	S.	

• That	is,	H shatters S if	and	only	if	for	all	dichotomies	of	S,	 $ hÎH
that	is	consistent	with	that	dichotomy.	

• Example: Let	S be	as	on	the	previous	slide,	and	let	H be	
the	set	of	all	linear	decision	surfaces	in	two	dimensions.		
Does	H shatter	S	?	

• Let	H be	the	set	of	all	binary	decision	trees.		Does	H shatter	
S?	



• Comments	on	the	notion	of	shattering:

• Ability	of	H to	shatter	a	set	of	instances	S is	measure	of	
Hʼs capacity	to	represent	target	concepts	defined	over	
these	instances.	

• Intuition: The	larger	the	subset	of	X	that	can	be	
shattered,	the	more	expressive	H is.		This	is	what	VC	
dimension	measures.	



VC	Dimension
Definition:	

VC(H),	defined	over	X,	is	the	size	of	the	largest	
finite	subset	S	Í X shattered	by	H.		



Examples	of	VC	Dimension

1. Let	X =	Â (e.g.,	x	=	height	of	some	person),	and H	=	set	of	intervals	
on	the	real	number	line:		

H	=	{a	< x < b |	a,	bÎÂ }.			

What	is	VC(H)?	



• Need	to	find	largest	subset	of	X that	can	be	shattered	by	H.	

• Consider	subset	of	X containing	two	instances:	
S =	{2.2,	4.5}

Can	S be	shattered	by	H	?	

Yes.		Write	down	different	dichotomies	of	S and	the	hypotheses	
that	are	consistent	with	them.	

• This	shows	VC(H)	³ 2.	

• Is	there	a	subset,	S =	{x0,	x1,	x2},	of	size	3	that	can	be	shattered?			
Show	that	the	answer	is	“no”.	

• Thus	VC(H)	=	2.	



2. Let	X={(x,y)	|	x,	yÎÂ}.		Let	H =	set	of	all	linear	
decision	surfaces	in	the	plane	(i.e.,	lines	that	
separate	examples	into	positive	and	negative	
classifications).		

What	is	VC(H)?	



• Show	that	there	is	a	set	of	two	points	that	can	be	shattered	by	
constructing	all	dichotomies	and	showing	that	there	is	a	h Î H	
that	represents	each	one.	

• Is	there	a	set	of	three	points	that	can	be	shattered?		Yes,	if	not	
co-linear.		

• Is	there	a	set	of	four	points	that	can	be	shattered?		Why	or	why	
not?	

• More	generally:		the	VC	dimension	of	linear	decision	
surfaces	in	an	r-dimensional	space	(i.e.,	the	VC	
dimension	of	a	perceptron	with	r inputs)	is	r +	1.	



4. If	H is	finite,	prove	that	VC(H) £ log2|H|.

Proof:				
Let	VC(H)	=	d.		

This	means	that	H	can	shatter	a	subset	S	of	size	d
instances.			Then	H	has	to	have	at	least	2d distinct	
hypotheses.			Thus:	

so,	

HdH

Hd

2log)(VC

2
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£



Finding	VC	dimension

General	approach:		

• To	show	that	VC(H)	³m,	show	that	there	exists	a	subset	of	m
instances	that	is	shattered	by	H.		

• Then,	to	show	that	VC(H)	=	m,	show	that	no	subset	of	m+1	instances	
is	shattered	by	H.		



Can	we	use	VC	dimension	to	design	better	
learning	algorithms?

• Vapnik proved:			Given	a	target	function	t and	a	sample	S	of	m
training	examples	drawn	independently	using	D,	for	any	h
between	0	and	1,	with	probability	1-h:  

• This	gives	an	upper	bound	on	true	error	as	a	function	of		training	
error,	number	of	training	examples,	VC	dimension	of H,	and	h.

• Thus,	for	a	given	h,	we	can	compute	tradeoff	among	expected	
true	error,	number	of	training	examples	needed,	and	VC	
dimension.			

m

HmH
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• VC	dimension	is	controlled	by	number	of	free	
parameters	in	the	model	(e.g.,	hidden	units	in	a	
neural	network).	

• Need	VC(H)		high	enough	so	that	H can	represent	
target	concept,	but	not	so	high	that	the	learner	
will	overfit.	



Structural	Risk	Minimization	Principle

• Principle:		A	function	that	fits	the	training	data	and	minimizes	VC	
dimension	will	generalize	well.		

• In	other	words,	to	minimize	true	error,	both	training	error	and	the	VC-
dimension	term	should	be	small

• Large	model	complexity	can	lead	to	overfitting	and	high	
generalization	error.	



“A	machine	with	too	much	capacity	is	like	a	botanist	with	a	
photographic	memory	who,	when	presented	with	a	new	tree,	
concludes	that	it	is	not	a	tree	because	it	has	a	different	number	
of	leaves	from	anything	she	has	seen	before;	a	machine	with	too	
little	capacity	is	like	the	botanistʼs	lazy	brother,	who	declares	
that	if	itʼs	green,	itʼs	a	tree.		Neither	can	generalize	well.” (C.	
Burges,	A	tutorial	on	support	vector	machines	for	pattern	
recognition).	

“The	exploration	and	formalization	of	these	concepts	has	
resulted	in	one	of	the	shining	peaks	of	the	theory	of	statistical	
learning.” (Ibid.)
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“actual risk” “empirical risk”
“VC confidence”

If we have a set of different hypothesis spaces, {Hi}, which one
should we choose for learning?     

We want the one that will minimize the bound on the actual risk. 

Structural risk minimization principle:  choose Hi that minimizes
the right hand side. 

This requires trade-off:  need large enough VC(H) so that 
errorS(h) will be small, but need to minimize VC(H) for second term.  



Approximation	and	Estimation	Risks



Randomized	Algorithms
Needed	to	handle	real-time	and	resource	constraints	on	embedded	

platforms



Motivation

• There	exists	a	very	large	class	of	problems	that	are	computationally	
prohibitive	when	formalized	in	deterministic	terms.

• Become	manageable	when	a	probabilistic	formulation	can	be	derived	
and	considered	instead.	

• Not	to	find	the	perfect	solution	but	a	solution	that,	according	to	some	
probabilistic	figure	of	merit,	solves	the	problem





• We point out that no functions generated by a finite-
step, finite-time algorithm, such as any engineering-
related mathematical computations, can be Lebesgue
non-measurable.

• Under	the	Lebesgue measurability	hypothesis	and	by	
defining	a	probability	density	function	fψ with	support	
Ψ,	it	comes	out	that	we	can	transform	
computationally	hard	problems	into	manageable	
problems	by	sampling	from	Ψ and	resorting	to	
probability.

• All	useful	algorithms	to	be	executed	on	embedded	
systems	can	be	described	as	Lebesgue measurable	
functions	and	many	interesting	problems	can	be	cast	
in	the	same	formalism.



Monte	Carlo	Method

• Monte	Carlo	methods	constitute	a	class	of	algorithms	that	use	a	
repeated	random	sampling	approach	and	a	probabilistic	framework	to	
compute	the	target	output.



Monte	Carlo	Method

• Consider	a	square	S	of	side	length	2r	and	a	circle	C	
inscribed	within	the	square.	

• Assume	that	a	uniform	distribution	is	induced	on	the	
square	so	that	each	sample	drawn	from	there	is	equi-
probable.	



• Draw	then	n	points	inside	the	square	and	observe,	for	
each	point,	whether	it	belongs	to	the	circle	or	not.	

• In	doing	this	a	straight	question	would	be	to	ask	
which	is	the	probability	PrC of	extracting	a	point	
belonging	to	the	circle.

• The	answer	is	that	such	a	probability	is	simply	the	
ratio	between	the	area	of	the	circle	and	that	of	the	
square,	i.e.,	its	value	is	π/4;	

• Then,	4	PrC is	exactly	π:	
• We	found	a	way	to	compute	π	with	a	probabilistic	
approach



To	Estimate	PrC



• By	extracting	n	samples	from	S	it	is	possible	to	build	sequence	ˆπ1,	
ˆπ2,	.	.	.	,	ˆπn;	it	would	be	appreciable	to	discover	that	such	a	
sequence	converges	to	the	expected	value	π	as	the	second	example	
showed	provided	that	n	tends	to	infinity.

Law	of	large	numbers



Estimation	of	Probability	function



Scheme



Bounds	on	the	Number	of	Samples

• With	Monte	Carlo	it	is	difficult	to	estimate	the	number	of	samples	n	
we	should	consider	to	solve	a	given	problem.

• Bounds	under	specific	conditions



Bernoulli	Process



Bernoulli	Bound





Observations

• The	Bernoulli	bound	shows	that	the	number	of	required	samples	
grows	quadratically (inversely	proportional)	with	the	requested	
accuracy	for	the	estimate	ε and	linearly	(inversely	proportional)	with	
the	requested	confidence	δ.

• We	can	obtain	a	good	estimate	of	ˆEn with	a	polynomial	sampling	of	
the	space.	

• For	instance
• with	the	choice	of	ε =	0.05,	δ =	0.01	we	need	to	extract	at	least	n	=	10000	
samples;	

• with	the	choice	of	ε =	0.02,	δ =	0.01	we	need	to	extract	at	least	n	=	62500	
samples.	





Randomized	Algorithms



Motivation

• Classical	learning	systems	are	built	upon	the	assumption	that	the	input	data	
distribution	for	the	training and	testing	are	same.	

• Real-world	environments	are	often	non-stationary (e.g.,	EEG-based	BCI)
• So,	learning in	real-time	environments	is	difficult due	to	the	non-
stationarity	effects and	the	performance	of	system	degradeswith	time.	

• So,	predictors	need	to	adapt	online.	However,	online	adaptation	particularly	
for	classifiers	is	difficult	to	perform	and	should	be	avoided	as	far	as	possible	
and		this	requires	performing	in	real-time:

üNon-stationary	shift-detection	test.
•
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Learning	in	Non-Stationary	Environment



Background

108

Supervised		learning
(Mitchell,	1997)

(Sugiyama	et	al.	2009)

Non-stationary
environments
(M	Krauledat 2008),
(Sugiyama	2012).

Dataset
shift

(Torres	et	al.	
2012),

Dataset	
shift-detection
(Shewhart	1939),
(Page	1954),

(Roberts	1959),
(Alippi et	al.	2011b),

(Alippi	&	Roveri	2008a;	
Alippi	&	Roveri	2008b)

• Supervised	learning

• Non-stationary	environments

• Dataset	shift

• Dataset	shift-detection
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Supervised	Learning

§ Training	samples:	Input	(𝑥) and	output	(𝑦)
§ Learn	input-output	rule:	𝑦 = 𝑓'(𝑥)

§ Assumption:	“Training and	test samples	are	drawn	from	same	
probability	distribution”	i.e.,	(𝑃)*+,- 𝑦, 𝑥 = 𝑃)/0) 𝑦, 𝑥 )

Is	this	assumption	really	true?	

No….!!!	
Not	always	true	L

Reason	:-
Non-Stationary
Environments	!	



𝓝(𝝁,𝝈	𝟐)
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Non-Stationarity
Definition: Let be a multivariate time-series, where is an index set. Then is called stationary time-

series, if the probability distribution does not change over time, i.e.,

for all. A time-series is called non-stationary, if it is not stationary.

For	examples:	

§ Brain-computer	interface	
§ Robot	control
§ Remote	sensing	application
§ Network	intrusion	detection

What	is	the challenge?	

Learning	from	past	only	is	
of	limited

use	L
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Dataset	Shift
Dataset	Shift	appears	when	training and	test joint	distributions	are	different.	
That	is,	when	(𝑃)*+,- 𝑦, 𝑥 ≠ 𝑃)/0) 𝑦, 𝑥 ) (Torres,	2012)

*Note :	Relationship	between	covariates	(x) and	class	label	(y)	
XàY:	Predictive	model	(e.g.,	spam	filtering)
YàX:	Generative	model	(e.g.,	Fault	detection	)

Types	of	Dataset	Shift
• Covariate	Shift	
• Prior	Probability	Shift
• Concept	Shift

Covariate shift appears only in XàY problems 
𝑝)*+,- 𝑦 𝑥 = 𝑝)/0) 𝑦 𝑥 , &
𝑝)*+,-(𝑥) ≠ 𝑝)/0)(𝑥)

Prior probability shift appears only in 
YàX problems 

𝑝)*+,- 𝑥 𝑦 = 𝑝)/0) 𝑥 𝑦 , &
𝑝)*+,-(𝑦) ≠ 𝑝)/0)(𝑦)

Concept shifts appears
	𝑝)*+,- 𝑦 𝑥 ≠ 𝑝)/0) 𝑦 𝑥 , &

𝑝)*+,- 𝑥 = 𝑝)/0) 𝑥 𝑖𝑛
𝑋 → 𝑌
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Dataset	Shift-Detection
Detecting	abrupt and	gradual shifts	in	time-series	data	is	called	the	data	
shift-detection.	

Types	of	Shift-Detection	
• Retrospective/offline-detection:	(i.e.,	Shift-point	analysis)
• Real-time/online-detection: (i.e.,	Control	charts)	


